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But Galvez did not immediately identify the gun-
man. “We still do not know what this group is or the
motives of the gunman,” she said.

The Saudi embassy in Manila confirmed the inci-
dent, stating Qarni was hit in the arm when a man
approached his car and shot him as he left a confer-
ence. He was visiting at the invitation of a local reli-
gious association, the embassy said. The preacher was
later flown to Manila on a plane madeavailable by the
Saudi embassy, according to a statement. 

Saudi media outlets described Qarni as a senior
Islamic scholar. He has more than 12 million followers
on Twitter. In his book “Awakening Islam,” the French
academic Stephane Lacroix included Qarni among “the
most famous” Saudi preachers. Although Qarni is not
employed by the state, he supports the government
and enjoys credibility as an “independent” cleric who
once backed an Islamist opposition movement against
the regime that led him to be banned from preaching
in the early 1990s. 

Zamboanga is one of the largest cities in the south-
ern Philippines, which has been home to a decades-

long separatist rebellion by the mainly Catholic nation’s
Muslim minority. Zamboanga has a mixed Christian
and Muslim population, and has been a frequent target
of attacks by local Muslim militant groups. One of the
nation’s main Muslim rebel groups raided the city in
2013, triggering three weeks of clashes with security
forces that left more than 200 people dead. 

Philippine Foreign Undersecretary Rafael Seguis
said last week that the Saudi government had asked
several countries,  including the Philippines, for
improved security because of a possible threat, the
nature of which was not specified. Philippine police
strengthened security at Saudi Arabia’s embassy and
its national airline following the request, Seguis said.
Seguis noted that Saudi Arabia has a conflict with Iran,
where the Saudi Embassy recently came under attack,
but said it’s hard to say whether the reported threat
was connected to that. Protesters set fire to the Saudi
Embassy in Tehran and attacked its consulate in anoth-
er Iranian city in response to the kingdom’s execution
of a prominent Shiite cleric on Jan 2. The protests
prompted Saudi Arabia to cut diplomatic ties with
Iran, escalating tensions between the longtime region-
al rivals. — Agencies 

Prominent Saudi cleric injured in Philippines...
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Authorities later brought a crane to lift away the
smashed remains of the vehicles.

Omani police later issued a statement saying their initial
investigation led them to believe the bus and the truck
had a head-on collision, while the car later crashed into the
wreckage. Police officers from Muscat arrived at the scene
by helicopter, while workers with Petroleum Development
Oman also aided rescuers, authorities said. Police said six
of the dead were from Oman, four were from Saudi Arabia,
two were from Pakistan and one was from Yemen. Five

others were still unidentified. Among the injured, 11 were
from Oman, two were Saudis, one was Pakistani, one was
Chinese and one remained unidentified, the police said.

Traffic crashes are not uncommon in the Gulf states.
Many drivers speed on long desert highways and large
populations of foreign guest workers are a source of
motorists who have come to the country with differing
driving habits. In Feb 2013, at least 22 migrant workers
died when a gravel-filled truck with faulty brakes rammed
into a bus near in Al Ain, an Emirati city on the Omani bor-
der. In May the following year, 15 migrant workers died in a
bus crash in Dubai. — AP 

18 killed in Oman bus crash
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Two renowned hardline ayatollahs lost their seats on
the 88-member assembly, which monitors supreme
leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei’s work and will pick the
76-year-old’s successor if he dies during its eight-year
term. By contrast, 15 of the 16 candidates running in
Tehran on the list headed by Rouhani and his veteran
political backer, former president Ayatollah Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani, were resoundingly voted in.

Rouhani also called for foreign partnerships to boost
the country’s car industry and said the sector must be
privatized to improve its competitiveness. He told a car
industry conference in a nationally broadcast speech
that partnerships with international carmakers offer
quick way to improve the industry’s technology and
safety. “There is a shortcut ... We have to start partner-
ships with prominent world carmakers. We will reach to
the optimum point in technology, protecting the envi-
ronment, saving energy and safety,” Rouhani said.

He said partnerships with foreign carmakers will
serve the best interests of all sides, and increasing the
competitiveness of the local market can only help

strengthen the industry. “The government will never be
a good manager in industry, including the car industry.
The sector should be completely privatized and com-
petitive,” he said. “The partnership will drive us ahead.”
But he also warned that plan would mean removing
government protections of the domestic car market
such as prohibitions or heavy tariffs on imported vehi-
cles. Rouhani said the days of the state-sponsored auto
monopoly must end.

“To close the doors and at the same time impose the
products of one or two car factories on the people,
while saying these are your only choices whether you
like it or not, is not an acceptable logic,” he said. Iran’s
50-year-old car industry produces about 900,000 cars
annually. The country hopes to increase the number to
3 million by 2025. France’s Peugeot-Citroen last month
announced a joint venture with automaker Iran Khodro
to make 200,000 cars a year outside Tehran. The French
carmaker was heavily involved in Iran’s auto industry
before nuclear-related sanctions were imposed. In Iran,
a country of 80 million people, road accidents annually
claim nearly 17,000 lives, which many blame on lax safe-
ty standards. — Agencies 
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The Iranian dentist might have used a slightly enlarged
syringe to make such an implant, bin Laden wrote in the
letter. The US translation is undated. “The size of the chip
is about the length of a grain of wheat and the width of a
fine piece of vermicelli,” bin Laden said. He asked her to
recall the exact date of her dental work, “also about any
surgery you had, even if it was only a quick pinch”.

In another letter, addressed to “The Islamic
Community in General,” bin Laden offered an upbeat
assessment of progress in his holy war since Sept
11,2001, and of US failings in Afghanistan. The letter is
undated but appears to have been written in 2010. “Here
we are in the tenth year of the war, and America and its
allies are still chasing a mirage, lost at sea without a
beach,” he wrote. “They thought that the war would be
easy and that they would accomplish their objectives in a
few days or a few weeks, and they did not prepare for it
financially, and there is no popular support that would
enable it to carry on a war for a decade or more. The sons
of Islam have opposed them and stood between them
and their plans and objectives.”

Bin Laden sought to portray the US as hopelessly
mired in an unwinnable war in Afghanistan. In an undat-
ed letter that appears to have been written in the 2009-

2010 period, he compared the American combat position
to that of the Soviet Union in the final years of its occupa-
tion of Afghanistan in the 1980s. “America appears to be
hanging on by a thin thread. Due to the financial difficul-
ties,” he wrote. “We need to be patient a bit longer. With
patience, there is victory!”

One document, a hand-written note that US intelli-
gence officials believe the Saudi militant composed in
the late 1990s, laid out how he wanted to distribute
about $29 million he had in Sudan. One percent of the
$29 million, bin Laden wrote, should go to Mahfouz Ould
Al-Walid, a senior Al-Qaeda militant who used the nom
de guerre Abu Hafs Al-Mauritani. “By the way, he (Walid)
has already received 20,000-30,000 dollars from it, bin
Laden continued. “I promised him that I would reward
him if he took it out of the Sudanese government.”

Bin Laden lived in Sudan for five years as an official
guest until he was asked to leave in May 1996 by the
then-Islamist government under pressure from the United
States. Another one percent of the sum should be given
to a second associate, Engineer Abu Ibrahim Al-Iraqi Saad,
for helping set up bin Laden’s first company in Sudan,
Wadi Al-Aqiq Co, the document said. He set down specific
amounts in Saudi riyals and gold that should be appor-
tioned between his mother, a son, a daughter, an uncle,
and his uncle’s children and maternal aunts.  — Agencies 

Laden left millions for jihad
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to reach $667 billion by the end of this year, up $85 bil-
lion on 2015, the agency said. A report by Kuwait Financial
Centre (Markaz) last month forecast that the public debt of
the GCC states will double by 2020 as they seek to finance

budget deficits caused by sliding oil prices. After having
posted massive deficits of $160 billion last year and faced
with a $159-billion deficit in 2016, the GCC states’ debt is
expected to rise to 59 percent of gross domestic product
(GDP), the report said. In contrast, GCC states posted a
combined surplus of $220 billion in 2012.  — AFP 

Arab govt debt rises sharply in 2015: S&P

A snow covered earth pyramid is pictured yesterday in Fuerst-Pueckler-Park in Branitz near Cottbus in Germany. Two unique earth pyramids are a special feature of Branitz and a reminiscence of
Prince Puckler’s trip through the Orient from 1834 to 1840.  — AFP 


